In a previous paper the authors proved several theorems concerning products of positive derivatives. Here they prove analogous results for sums of powers of positive derivatives.
Introduction
In [1] the authors proved that if the product of powers of several positive derivatives is approximately continuous and if the corresponding exponents are positive, then all of the factors must be approximately continuous. The main goal of this work is to prove some analogous results for sums of powers of derivatives. For example, it follows from Theorem 5.6 that if the sum of squares of several derivatives is bounded and approximately continuous, then all of these derivatives are approximately continuous.
The authors also investigate equations like f + g = cp , where f, g, and cp are derivatives. We can construct nontrivial examples of such triples f, g, cp , if we choose a bounded derivative y/, bounded approximately continuous functions a, ß , and set f = ay , g = ßy/ , cp = y/y a2 + ß2. Theorem 5.11 shows that this construction is "not too far" from the general case.
Some of the results of this paper have been stated without proof in [2, 3] .
Notation
The word "function" means a mapping to the real line 7?. The words "measure," "integrable", etc. refer to Lebesgue measure in 7?. The measure of a measurable set S c R will be denoted by |5|. Symbols like Jsf, fa f will always denote the corresponding Lebesgue integrals.
The letter m denotes a natural number and Rm is w-dimensional Euclidean space. The coordinates of a point a e Rm will be denoted usually by ax, ... ,am. For x , y e Rm we set x • y = J2?=\ x¡y¡ and 11*11 = Vx -x . If | • | is any norm on Rm and if /,,..., f are functions on a set S, then I (/i ' • • • ' fm) I means> of course, the function | (fx(t), ... , fm(t)) \ (t e S).
Preliminary results
In this section we investigate some special norms on Rm (see 3.4). The corresponding results will be used later in this paper. They are valid, in particular, for the norms / m \i/P (0) lWip = (£l*/J (p>V (hence ||x|| = ||x||2) ; actually, for the proofs of the main results (Theorems 5.5, 5.6, and 5.11) we will need no other norms. However, the reader might find it interesting that the results of §4 hold for more general norms.
3.1. Lemma. Let V be a vector space over R, | • | a norm on V, and x, y e V. Suppose that \tx + (l-t)y\ = 1 for each t e[0, 1]. Then |ax + ßy | = a + ß for alla, ß e R.
Proof. We may suppose that a + ß > 0. We have
If, e.g., a < 0 , then 0 < ß = | ßy \ = | ax + ßy \ + \ -ax \ = | ax + ßy \ -a so that a + ß < | ax + ßy |. We define a function 8 on Z setting ö(x) = è, where 6 is determined by (C2).
Remark. We will prove in 5. Proof. Let k be as in ( 1 ) and x e Z . Set è = 6(x), y = b/\b\. Then y e Z and consequently è ■ ¿/ j 6 j = y • ¿ < 1. Hence ||6|| -b'b%\b\^k~ \\b\\ so that |¿| < Jfc~ . We see that 8 is bounded. Proof. We may suppose that g-0.
Set c = f(0) +1, f0 = f Ac, g0 = g Ac, f = f -f0, gx = g -g0-Since /0 e bst , we have fQ £ Atf ; similarly g0 e AA . If t £ED(0,x), then from (4) \\a(t) -Ax\\ > \\a(t) -a(0)\\ -\\AX -a(0)\\ > 2e-e = e. Consequently a(t) ■ B < P, f(t) ■ B <: Ptp(t). Clearly, f ■ B <, cp on J.
Choose an n e (0, c) and set T = {t £ J ; cp(t) > n) , S = T n E n (0, x), S' = (0, x)\5'. Since cp e 3 , there is a g € (0, oo) such that /' cp = Qt for each t £ J . We have |/V|=^-5= f f-B^P f cp+ ¡ cp= ftp-(l-P) [cp. 
Derivatives and approximate continuity
In this section we shall apply Propositions 4.8-4.11 and Lemma 4.12 using the norm |x | = ||x|| (p > 1). We shall see that the behavior of derivatives fx, ... , fim depends on some properties of the sum of powers of their absolute values. In 5.10 and 5.11 we obtain some results pointing in the opposite direction.
5.1. Notation. For each p e (1, oo) and each x e Rm define ||x||p by (0) and set Zp = {x£Rm;\\x\\p = l}. Remark. It is easy to prove that Lu bD c M. A characterization of M will be given in another paper. Here we prove only two simple propositions to give the reader an idea about the "size" of M. Proof. Obviously p = j a | (p so that | a \ = 1 on the set S = {t e 7? ; cp(t) > 0} . Defining y = k V(a-a) (see (1)) we have y e A , y = a-a on S, a-f= yep on R. Let T = {t£R; \\a(t)\\ < k} . On T we have y = k2 so that ||cv|| < y/k ; on R\T we have y = ||a||2 so that ||q|| = y/||a|| < y/k . We see that ||a||/y ^ k'x on 7? whence ajy e bA, ajjy e M (i = 1, ... , m), cp = afi/y . Remark. We conclude the paper with three examples. The first shows that the requirement ( 16) cannot be replaced by " cp > 0 on 7?." The second reminds us that in 4.11 we supposed that cp e 3* (see 4.7); the assumption that cp is integrable would not suffice. The third refers to Remark 2 in 5.6. The inequalities -\ = h = i imply that / ^ f , g = f on /n . Thus / > 1 , g > 1 on 7?.
